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[Moved by Forum Admin]
I c annot tell you how much I LOVE the video for Nothing Has Been
Proved!!! The colors, her expressions & when she twirls Oh My God, I
Two things: Without going to a lyric sheet, does anyone
wet myself!
know what the hell she is saying? Secondly, as I implied, I think it is by
far her best Video! I don't know if it has been done,but if not, how
'bout you list your fave!
Love, Keith
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It Begins Again...
MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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Without quoting the lyric s, it's basic ally a song about the Profumo
Affair, a politic al scandal that hit Britain in 1963.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Profumo_Affair
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"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
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Thanks,hon, but I am old & lived through that & I can make out half
the words so I get the gist of the story but it sure ain't easy! Keith
It Begins Again...
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MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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So were you wondering more what the song was about or more about
the words? I don't understand.

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
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Will
Wasn't born to follow
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Hey Keith -
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Here are the lyrics.. sometimes it makes a bit more sense when you
know what the words are, although sometimes not!

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Mandys in the papers cause she tried to go to spain
Shell soon be in the dock and in the papers onc e again
Vic kis got her story about the mirror and the cane
It may be false, it may be true
But nothing has been proved
Stephens in his dressing-gown now, breakfasting alone
Too sick to eat, hes on his feet and to the telephone
The police inspector soothes him with his sympathetic tone
It may be false, it may be true
But nothing has been proved
In the house a resignation
Guilty faces, every one
Christines fallen out with lucky
Johnnys got a gun
Please please mes number one
(its a scandal! its a scandal! such a scandal!)
Now, stephens in the doc k for spending money that was earned
By christine, and the prosecution says that money burned
A hole in stephens pocket, for expensive sins he yearned
It may be false, it may be true
But nothing has been proved
In the news the suicide note
In the court an empty space
Even mandys looking worried
Christines pale and drawn
Please please mes number one
(its a scandal! its a scandal! such a scandal!)
Last night he wrote these words to his friend:
Sorry about the mess
Im guilty til proved innocent
In the public eye and press
The funerals very quiet because all his friends have fled
They may be false, they may be true
Theyve all got better things to do
They may be false, they may be true
But nothing has been proved
Nothing
Nothing has been proved
Oh, nothing
Nothing
Oh, nothing
Nothing
Oh, nothing
Will email you soon xx
Will
"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."
Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com
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Will Doll, Knew I could count on you! Thanks

Keithxxx

It Begins Again...
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Thanks Will! I was starting to type the lyrics out from memory, then
had to leave for work. Even though the scandal doesn't mean anything
to me, Miss Dusty adds something special to the song. I rather like it.
Here's a video of her only "live" performance of the song:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz9uZJWrHlw
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"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
Edite d by - MissDustyFanatic o n 23/05/2009 08:28:57

Will
Wasn't born to follow
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Type them out? Are you serious? lol.. ;)
Will
"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."
Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com
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MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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Yeah, I can usually recall most of the lyrics from memory. Weren't you
there at the "Name that Tune" competition at the pre-Dusty Day
Also, I hate to "google" things I should know.
party??

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
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Where am I going?
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This is one of my favourite Dusty songs and I love the video too.
Here's my favourite YouTube version, 9.21 mins long.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oh5rWMQczgY
I think the line is 'Please, Please Me's No. 1' (the Beatles song's at
No.1)
United Kingdom
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If you can check out the book 'Honeytrap: Stephen Ward's Secret
Worlds' it'll make your eyes pop out! And the film 'Scandal' is excellent.
The story is really all about what the ruling class got up to behind the
closed doors of their mansions and estates - mirrors, canes, masks and
goodness knows what else. And how it was the lower classes that got
the blame apart from Minister of State Profumo who had to resign.
Stephen Ward and Christine Keeler were the main fall guys.
Memphis
Ever since we met...

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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That is the right line, Memphis.
Thanks for posting this....is this the extended version of the dance mix
that was on the single?
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"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
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Hello Taylor
I'm not sure. I think this is a re-mix done for YouTube. I wish someone
would do a 30 minute version. I can listen to this track forever!
Memphis
Ever since we met...
United Kingdom
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MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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It sounds a lot like the Dance mix, which was really just different
instrumentation with the same vocals...perhaps it's just mixed to be
longer for Youtube. It's lovely, indeed!

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
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Tim
Where am I going?
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Funny to read the proper lyrics
I genuinely always thought the line was
'the hole in Stephens poc ket from expenses that he earned'.
How approriate it should come up this week with the current UK
Westminster 'scandal'...
United Kingdom
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'Dusty MADE me do it..'
trek007
I’ll try anything
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One of my favourites from her later recordings.The video is good too.
The intro sets the theme of the song so well.
Perhaps the PSB's should write a song about the MP's expenses...its a
Sc andal!!
Trek.
often called Carole.
United Kingdom
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MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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She looks so c lassy in the video!

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
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Keep throwing out your favorite videos! The funny thing about the
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Profumo Affair is that years later we can see lots of lives were ruined
by what boiled down to NOTHING!!! It just had those two red flag
words; Communism and Prostitutes! Sad, really! I think Dusty could do
the song so well because she knew what it was to be convicted of
nothing! Thanks all for your help. Kiss to you, Will. Keith
It Begins Again...
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Wasn't born to follow

Hey Tim - ssssshhhhhh, but I thought that also [blush]
Will
"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."
Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com
United Kingdom
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